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_______________________________)  
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____________________________ 


 
 


PRELIMINARY STATEMENT FOR THE REPLY BRIEF 
 


A.   Google's Inconsistent Positions  
Concerning Market Definition 


 
While arguing and representing to the Court below that search advertising is 


not a separate service market, Google was arguing and representing to the FTC that 


search advertising is a separate service market, which argument convinced the FTC 


to allow Google to complete the DoubleClick acquisition.  The FTC in its 
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December 20, 2007 announcement (www.ftc.gov/opa/2007/12/g0gledc.shtm) 


stated in part concerning Google and DoubleClick: 


[The FTC's] thorough analysis of the evidence showed that the 
companies are not direct competitors in any relevant antitrust 
market, eliminating the need for further analysis. 


 


The FTC went on to identify "the third party ad serving markets" and "that 


Google's entry, even if it were to be successful, likely would not have a significant 


impact on competition." 


In its "Statement of Federal Trade Commission Concerning 


Google/DoubleClick" dated December 20, 2007 (referred to in n. 2 of Google's 


brief, at pp. 38-39), the FTC stated in relevant part: 


.... the evidence in this case shows that the advertising space sold 
by search engines is not a substitute for space sold directly or 
indirectly by publishers or vice versa.  Or, to put it in terms of 
merger analysis, the evidence shows that the sale of search 
advertising does not operate as a significant constraint on the prices 
or quality of other online advertising sold directly or indirectly by 
publishers or vice versa.  [p. 3] 
 
Search engines allow users to find specific information on the 
Internet by typing a query into a search query box.  In addition to 
providing the user with results, search engines serve advertisements 
that are keyed off the search terms typed in by the user.  For 
example, the search results for "football" may also include 
advertisements for replica jerseys or a sporting goods store.  Thus, 
search engines provide a unique opportunity for advertisers to reach 
potential customers.  [p. 3] 
 
Advertisers view online content providers differently.  A user's visit 
to a particular content page may reveal some insight into that user's 
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interests.  However, users visiting a content page do not declare 
their interests in the same way they do when they type in a keyword 
on a search engine.  As they do in other media, advertisers wishing 
to direct their advertising to customers based on their interests must 
decide where to place advertising after determining which websites 
are popular with the advertisers' target customers.  For example, a 
manufacturer of hybrid vehicles may purchase advertising space on 
an online magazine's feature on climate change.  [p. 3] 
 
 
Google, though its AdWords business, is the dominant provider of 
sponsored search advertising, and most of its online advertising 
revenue is generated by the sale of advertising space on its search 
engine results pages.  DoubleClick does not sell sponsored search 
advertising.  In fact, it does not currently sell any form of 
advertising.  [p. 3] 
 
 
* * *  Directly purchased online advertising inventory is almost 
exclusively filled with what is commonly referred to as display 
advertising.  These ads commonly include text and a variety of rich 
media, such as audio, video and interactive features designed to 
attract users' attention.  [p. 4] 
 
 
* * * 
 
 
* * *  We therefore determined that contextually targeted ads do 
not constitute a separate market; rather they are part of a broad 
market that includes all ads sold by intermediaries.  [p. 6] 
 
 
* * * 
 
It has been suggested that the transaction would eliminate 
competition between Google and DoubleClick in an "all online 
advertising" market that would include search advertising, ads sold 
through intermediaries, and directly sold ad inventory.  The 
evidence, however, indicates that all online advertising does not 
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constitute a relevant antitrust market.  Advertisers purchase 
different types of ad inventory for different purposes, and one 
type does not significantly constrain the pricing of another.  For 
instances, advertisers primarily purchase search advertising space 
to implement direct response ad campaigns, while directly sold ad 
inventory is generally purchased for brand advertising campaigns.   
* * *  [p. 7, emphasis supplied] 
 
* * * 
 
[footnote] 7 Because Google and DoubleClick do not presently 
compete in the same relevant market these two companies do not 
act as significant competitive restraints on one another.  In practical 
terms, this means that the parties do not significantly affect each 
other's prices, nor non-price product attributes, such as consumer 
privacy protections or service quality.  [p. 8] 
 
 
* * * 
 
 
C.  * * *  Unquestionably, Google is the most popular search 
engine on the Internet today by almost any metric.  As a result, it 
has a high market share in sponsored search advertising.  The 
evidence also suggests that Google, by virtue of its AdSense 
product, enjoys a leading, but not dominant, position in the ad 
intermediation market.  As discussed above, DoubleClick is the 
leading third party provider of ad serving technology.  [p. 9] 
 
 
* * * 
 
[footnote] 10 Google's position in the search advertising market 
has led some to argue that it could leverage its power in that 
market to its advantage in other online advertising markets. For 
example, it was alleged that Google could bundle or tie its search 
advertising to other forms of online advertising in an attempt to 
force advertisers to buy advertising space from Google.  However, 
there is no evidence that the acquisition of DoubleClick would 
enhance Google's ability to engage in those strategies.  In other 
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words, Google could engage in these strategies today 
independently of DoubleClick and there is no evidence that this 
transaction changes that dynamic.  [pp. 9-10, emphasis supplied] 
 
 


The foregoing determination by the FTC makes it clear that search 


advertising is a distinct service market and that Google dominates the market, as 


alleged by Person in his 2AC.  Furthermore, Google had to be maintaining before 


the FTC that search advertising was a separate market from display advertising, 


while maintaining to the Court below that the relevant service market was all 


online advertising, as the Court below determined. 


Person had urged the Court below to find out what Google was arguing to 


the FTC before reaching any decision.  Clearly, Person argued, Google was taking 


an inconsistent position between its argument in the court below and Google's 


argument before the FTC.  Person argued in the Court below that the Court should 


find out what Google was then arguing to the FTC concerning its proposed 


DoubleClick acquisition (ER162), as follows: 


... now they're moving into the nonsearch market like gangbusters 
probably ... telling the FTC that the search market is different that 
they're really now acquiring in the banner market because they have 
no presence there.  I think we ought to see at least what Google is 
telling the FTC.  I think it has to be inconsistent with what they're 
maintaining here. 
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Google's simultaneous maintenance of inconsistent positions on the market 


definition issue is an unfair litigation practice (if not a fraud upon the Court below) 


and should not be condoned.  Google, recognizing that Person would make an 


issue of this, urges the Court (in n. 2 at pages 38-39 of its brief) not to remand the 


action because of this problem.  Person, on the other hand, believes that the 


effectiveness of his litigation in the Court below was crippled by Google's tactic, 


and that the action should be remanded for that reason alone, if not reversed on the 


merits. 


B. Person becomes a Competitor of Google 
 


After being shut out of AdWords advertising by Google's 50-fold increase in 


pay-per-click price demanded from Person by Google, Person decided that he 


could build a list of names by creating websites giving away their valuable services 


to individuals in exchange for having the individuals join an opt-in mailing list. 


Person created two such websites (www.myclads.com and www.attydb.com, with 


a third next in line for completion: www.lawmall.com/latefees). This put Person in 


competition with Google for the creation of, and building of traffic for, 


"community search websites", in which the content sought by users is supplied by 


website visitors, and needs a search engine to locate. The search terms give an 


insight into the users' needs and enable targeted (search) ads to be displayed. 


Google through its acquisition of YouTube and its agreements with AOL and 
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MySpace is participating in such market, and Person is a competitor of Google in 


the development and building of such websites and the monetization of their 


website traffic. Person needs access to AdWords on a non-discriminatory basis to 


be able to compete. Payment of 100 times the amount paid by ebay is not a 


competitive opportunity.  Likewise, offering Person AdSense advertising instead of 


AdWords advertising is not sufficient, for reasons analyzed by the FTC in its 


December 20, 2007 statement (as excerpted above). 


At the same time, Person became aware that Google was growing by 


acquisition, and upon a review of each of Google's disclosed acquisitions it became 


clear that Google was not growing through in-house development, but was 


acquiring much of its technology through acquisitions of potential competitors, and 


stifling the development of competitors as a result. This prompted Person to allege 


in his 2AC that Google has been monopolizing the search advertising market 


through merger and acquisition, and that Google's monopoly has been illegally 


acquired. Each of the acquisitions listed by Person in ¶ 99-A of his 2AC (ER79) 


strengthened Google's search-advertising market position and prevented 


competition from developing for Google in the search advertising market. 
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C.   Relevance of Seldom-Used Keywords 
 


Google argues that Person's desire to use unwanted keywords justifies 


Google's 50-fold increase in price to Person over the 1-cent per click he was being 


charged. Ebay is being given a per-click price of 1/2-cent for these unwanted key 


words, in spite of the fact that ebay had only two forms of ads for keywords: one  


for adjectives and the other for nouns.  These ebay ads are wholly devoid of any 


text relating to the keyword except the keyword itself and as untargeted as 


possible. Yet, when Person sought to use the same unwanted keywords as ebay 


was using, Google charged Person 100 times as much, using a test of Person's 


landing page that Google admitted in open court was subjective. 


Person's candidacy for Attorney General was intended to reach out into 


every sector of the voting public, whether they make or eat jelly beans or do or do 


not have mustaches, in the same way that ebay reaches out using unwanted key 


words. The key words listed by Person are set forth in ¶ 35 of his Amended 


Complaint, as follows: 


A3.. On March 24, 2006, the Plaintiff observed that in 33 randomly 
selected keywords chosen for their probable lack of demand 
(problem-3, circumstantial-0, circumstances-1, create-1, expensive-
2, expansive-4, silent-2, miraculous-1, busybody-1, glowing-7, 
water-19, welcome-4, tomorrow-0, today-0, history-8, matters-2, 
purpose-8, major-1, tip-2, prompt-2, general-1, adjective-1, small-0, 
smell-1, slice-2, cached-2, pertinent-0, zero-1, mustach-1, second-0, 
seconds-6, mars-8or9 and issue-2), eBay had its ad displayed for 13 
(40%) of such 33 comparatively unwanted keywords (see 
[underscored] words above); 7 had no ads at all (see the [keywords 
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with "0"] above; eBay used only 2 forms of ad: (i) "Whatever 
you're looking for you can get it on eBay." [apparently selected 
when the keyword was assessed by AdWords to be an adjective]; 
and (ii) "Looking for "Matters"?  Find exactly what you want 
today." [apparently selected when the keyword was assessed by 
AdWords to be a noun]; 


 


Person or any other candidates for public office could make use of unwanted 


keywords to attract voters (such as by saying "A mustache can't hide a bad 


candidate for NY Attorney General" or "Stop accepting jelly beans from 


candidates for NY Attorney General"), but not by requiring Person to be as 


profitable to Google as Google's best AdWords customer. To require each of 


Person's pay-per-click ads to be as profitable to Google as ebay's ads being run at 


the same moment (for the same keywords) is anticompetitive, and exclusionary 


conduct. At a minimum, Google should have judged Person's ads against the 


performance of other unknown candidates for office or against the clickthrough 


rate of similar unknown businesses. To require Person to pay extra for lack of 


recognition by voters of Person's name (or business) is destructive of the political 


process in the United States (as well as destructive of competition). The leading 


candidate for an office would get a price 1/100th the amount charged to the 


unknown candidate, and the leading business would get a price of 1/100th the 


amount charged to a new competitor. 
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Google states that its discriminatory pricing is the right which accompanies 


its monopolistic position. Person argues that this is not so when the monopoly 


power is acquired by purchase of potential competitors and competitors. When the 


monopoly is acquired illegally, the monpolist's power to charge any price it wants 


is lost, and it should be required to charge non-discriminatory prices until it gives 


up its illegally-acquired monopoly. 


 
D. AdSense Is Not a Substitute for AdWords 


 


Google (at p. 10-11 of its brief) argues that Person could always use 


AdSense to monetize his website traffic, and that in doing so Person would obtain 


Google AdWords on his website. The problem with this is that AdSense payments 


are small in proportion to the revenue Google earns with its AdWords advertising. 


Person wants AdWords revenues, not the substantially-lower AdSense revenues, 


which mislead website owners into thinking they are obtaining the monopolistic 


AdWords revenues.  Google artfully confuses the two and derives monopolistic 


income from its AdWords search advertising while paying the substantially lower 


AdSense revenues based on the non-competitive display advertising. See ¶¶ 82-83 


of the 2AC (ER70-71) and ¶¶ 34A (ER43), 41A (ER46) and 79 (ER69). 
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Misstatements by Google 
 


Google asserts that Person did not allege that Google acquired competitors 


(Google Brief at pp. 38-39, n. 2), but this is not true.  Person alleged the acquisition 


of both competitors and potential competitors.  See ¶ 50 of the 2AC (ER58), which 


alleges: 


50.. Google willfully acquired its monopoly of the Relevant 
Markets and submarket  partially through in-house growth but 
mainly through a series of mergers and acquisitions (from 2001 to 
the present – see Exhibit A hereto) in a combined cash and stock 
purchase price of about $7-$8 billion, with purchases acquiring 
patents, largest competitors in new fields, and immediately 
usable technology to enable Google to increase its share of 
Internet searches and to increase Google’s Search advertising 
revenues and other revenues. [emphasis supplied] 


 


See ¶ 99 of the 2AC (ER79) which alleges 


A.. Google’s acquisition of the patents, know-how, software 
copyrights, management and employees of the following 
companies listed in Exhibit A hereto that related directly to the 
improvement of Google’s search engine, AdWords, AdSense or 
marketing thereof: acquisition ## 2 (Outride), 4 (Neotonic), 5 
(Applied Semantics), 6 (Kaltix), 7 (Sprinks), 10 (Baidu), 13 
(ZIPDash), 15 (possibly, 15 undisclosed companies or asset 
acquisitions), 17 (Urchin), 23 (AOL 5% interest), 28 (orion 
advanced text search algorithm), 30 (Neven), 31 (MySpace 
monetization agreement), 32 (Jot Spot), 33 (YouTube), 35 (Xunlei), 
37 (Trendalyzer), 38 (DoubleClick), 39 (Performics), 40 possibly 
some of numerous foreign subsidiaries); . [emphasis supplied] 
 
B.. Google’s acquisition of direct competitors in the Internet 
Advertising Market: 38 (DoubleClick), 23 (AOL 5% interest), 31 
(MySpace monetization agreement), 33 (YouTube, competitor in 
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the market for monetizing Community Search Websites; and  . 
[emphasis supplied] 


 
 


THE ARGUMENT 
 


I. PERSON'S ALLEGATION THAT INTERNET SEARCH 
ADVERTISING IS A SERVICE MARKET HAS BEEN  
CONFIRMED BY THE FTC  
 
See the excerpts at pages 2-5 above from the "FTC's Statement of Federal 


Trade Commission Concerning Google/DoubleClick" dated December 20, 2007. 


 
 
II. PERSON'S ALLEGATION THAT GOOGLE HAS MARKET POWER 


IN THE SEARCH ADVERTISING MARKET HAS BEEN  
CONFIRMED OR AT LEAST SUPPORTED BY THE FTC 
  
See footnote 10 at pages 4-5 above from the "FTC's Statement of Federal 


Trade Commission Concerning Google/DoubleClick" dated December 20, 2007. 


 
 
III. PERSON HAS ALLEGED EXCLUSIONARY CONDUCT -  
 IN GOOGLE'S ACQUISITIONS; IN ITS DISCRIMINATORY 
 PRICING; AND IN ITS RIGGED ADWORDS BIDDING PROCESS  


 


Monopoly is the power to exclude actual and potential competitors from a 


market.  American Tobacco Co. v. U.S., 328 U.S. 781, 789, 66 S. Ct. 1125 (1946); 


and U.S. v. Aluminum Co. of America, 44 F.Supp. 97 (SDNY 1941).  The 


acquisition of potential competitors can be exclusionary conduct. Sun Newspapers, 
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Inc. v. Omaha World-Herald Co., 1983 WL 1853 *18, 1983-2 Trade Cases P 


65,522 (D. Nebr., 1983), in which the Court stated in relevant part: 


Of course, the acquisition of potential competitors, as discussed 
above, could be termed exclusionary, because it removes one 
source of competition and helps erect a greater barrier to entry by 
further cementing the monopolist's market position and displaying a 
willingness to acquire any of those who dare to compete. 
 


 
Acquisition to acquire monopoly power is itself exclusionary conduct. See 


Image Technical Services, Inc. v. Eastman Kodak Co., 125 F.3d 1195, 1208 (9th 


Cir. 1997), in which the Court stated: 


Willful acquisition” or “maintenance of monopoly power” 
involves “exclusionary conduct,” not power gained “from growth 
or development as a consequence of a superior product, business 
acumen, or historic accident.  [emphasis added] 
 
 


Discriminatory pricing by an illegal monopolist is anti-competitive conduct. 


Arthur S. Langenderfer, Inc. v. S. E. Johnson Co., 684 F.Supp. 950, 952 (N.D. Oh. 


1987) held (as to an adjudicated, illegal monopolist): 


Plaintiffs request injunctive relief against certain anticompetitive 
practices such as charging discriminatory prices, tying sales of 
asphaltic concrete to purchasers of stone or sand and intimidating 
or coercing plaintiffs from bidding on highway construction work 
or from building their own asphalt plants. In an effort to put an end 
to illegal conduct, deprive defendants of any benefits derived from 
the illegal conduct and to effectively restore competition to the 
marketplace, this Court determines these types of injunctive relief 
are necessary.  [emphasis added] 
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It should be noted that the Court in Langenderfer issued an injunction 


prohibiting discriminatory pricing. 


Person alleged in his 2AC that Google was charging Person discriminatory 


prices. Google admits the allegation but alleges that it was reasonable for Google 


to do so. This raises an issue of fact. 


Google's requirement that Person pay discriminatory prices to be able to use 


AdWords is exclusionary conduct, or at least an issue of fact. 


 


 
 
Google's Rigging of the Bidding Process  
Is Anticompetitive, Exclusionary Conduct 
 


It should not be overlooked that Google's AdWords system is a bidding 


process in which prospective advertisers using a specified key word bid against 


each other to determines which advertising is presented to users of the key word in 


question. Advertisers are not aware that Google is setting the minimum bid for 


some but not all of the advertisers, and permitting some advertisers to obtain the 


lowest per-click price of $.01 (or 1/2 cent as to ebay) and not to others. This is a 


rigging of the bidding process and such rigging is anticompetitive and 


exclusionary. Person was not allowed to compete in the bidding process unless he 


agreed to pay 100 times the amount bid by ebay.  Google has never justified this 


differential and does not disclose these circumstances when inviting its AdWords 
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customers to bid. Google is rigging the bidding process in favor of its major 


advertisers (i.e., giving them a lower, discriminatory price) as part of Google's use 


of its market power in the search advertising market Google dominates. 


 
PERSON ALLEGED A SUFFICIENT BASIS FOR 
LACK OF REASONABLE INTERCHANGEABILITY 


 


At ¶ 22 in his 2AC (ER38), Person alleged: 


The main difference (advertising written to be presented alongside 
keyword search results, versus advertising displayed to whoever 
happens to visit a website category) prevented the two types of 
advertising from being reasonably interchangeable under antitrust 
caselaw standards for determination of “reasonable 
interchangeability”. 
 


Also, see ¶ 30 of the 2AC ("the advertiser refuses the offer more than 80% 


of the time, because of the inherent differences between the two advertising media. 


They are not reasonably interchangeable, and this is understood or reinforced by 


the substantially lower efficiency of Non-Search Advertising").  The FTC decided 


the same thing (that search advertising was a distinct market) using similar 


reasoning, as follows: 


The evidence, however, indicates that all online advertising does 
not constitute a relevant antitrust market.  Advertisers purchase 
different types of ad inventory for different purposes, and one type 
does not significantly constrain the pricing of another.  [p. 7] 
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CONCLUSION 
 


For the reasons stated above, Person respectfully requests that the Court 


reverse the decision of the Court below, and remand for further proceedings. 


 
Dated: New York, New York  
  December 27, 2007 
      Respectfully submitted, 


     
 
_______________________________ 


Carl E. Person 
Plaintiff-Appellant, Pro Se 
325 W. 45th Street - Suite 201 
New York NY  10036-3803 
Tel.  (212) 307-4444; Fax (212) 307-0247 
Email: carlpers@ix.netcom.com 
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